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Lesson Cheat Sheet.   Use this to follow along to know which questions are coming and the answers too! 

What did the protagonist have one day?  Problem
How did he say he felt about his problem?  Use a sentence.  He didn’t like it. 

He asked himself three different what?  Questions
He mentioned 2 of the 5 W’s.  Why and What.  Name another W.  Who, When, or Where

He wanted to make his problem go ______.  Away
Name one action he took to try to get it to go away.  Shoo, scowl, or ignore

What feeling word did he use to describe how he felt about his problem?  Worry
What was he worried his problem might do to him?  Swallow him up

Let’s spell sneaky

What was he concerned about losing?  Use a sentence.  All of his things.

What would did he use that rhymes with would?  Could
What is another word that rhymes with would and could?  Should, Would, Wood, Good, Hood, Misunderstood, 
Stood, Withstood, etc.
He worried about this.  What else did he say he worried about?  That

The more he worried, the ______ his problem became.  Bigger

What did he wish his problem would do?  Disappear
What is the opposite of disappear?  Appear
If you are trying to disguise yourself, you might wear something that you also wear on Halloween.  What is another 
word for disguise?  Costume

The more he avoided it, the more he saw it where?  Everywhere
What is the opposite of good?  Bad

What did he declare?  This has to stop.
Name one way he thought he might be making his problem?  Bigger or Scarier
Name one thing his problem did not do.  Swallow him or Attack him

What did he have to do?  Face it.

What did he do?  Spell the sentence.  He tackled his problem.

What did he discover about his problem?  Use a sentence.  It had something beautiful inside.

What was inside his problem?  Opportunity
Name one way his opportunity helped him.  Learn, grow, be brave, or to do something

When he looked closely he realized that some opportunities only come how often?  Once

How did he say he sees problems now?  Differently
How does he not feel now?  Afraid
What does he know?  Secret

What does every problem have an opportunity for?  Something good
What do you have to do with a problem to see something good?  Look for it.


